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• Lejo Buning

• 1992 started at HAN University of Applied 

Sciences in the field of Automotive

- … at the boundary UAS – Industry

• 2018 PhD-research

- Titled: “Towards an exploratory 

organization - an investigation into 

colliding rationalities”
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Environmental ‘shocks’

• Industry 5.0 (Cotta et al., 2021; Nahavandi, 2019)

- Automated systems and artificial intelligence 

intertwined with the human

- People-oriented autonomous manufacturing

- Individualized human-machine interaction and 

technologies for autonomy

• Environmental ‘shocks’ in society

- challenge not only the Industry

- Universities of Applied Sciences

• applied research

• necessary innovations in the curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION (2)

(Nahavandi, 2019)
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Professionals in common playing field

• Communities Education, Industry and Research

• The managerial community within:

- Industry - Corporate Management

- Academia - Academic Management

Focus:

• institutional rationalities – perception and the 

acting upon procedures and prevailing 

regulations (inspired by Mannheim & Weber)

• Limitation: University of Applied Sciences
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INTRODUCTION (3)

Research Question - ‘What differences in perceived institutional rationalities can be observed: (i) between the 

operational professionals, (ii) between the group of operational and the group of managerial professionals’

Han Automotive Research

Han Automotive

Automotive 
Industry

Each of the communities in this common playing field is dominated by procedures and prevailing 
regulations to comply with. And each professional acts from his or her rationality - the coherent 

combination of an individual’s beliefs (values), wishes, perception of procedures (prevailing 
regulations) - within the common playing field shared with the other communities in Figure  1-2. In 

this paper we limit ourselves to the procedures and prevailing regulations, and refer to the 
ensemble of these as ‘institutional rationalities’.
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Institutional rationalities by Karl Mannheim 

(1893-1947), (Mannheim, 1935, 1940; Tromp, 

2001, pp. 247-250):

- substantial: consciously acting from a holistic 

insight into the coherence of the events, and;

- functional: every action has a functional role in 

the realization of a given goal, with the help of 

consistent and objectively reducible means
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BACKGROUND (1)
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Organizational learning vs environmental 

‘shocks’

• Models that emphasize on connecting to ‘the 

other world’

- Boundary crossing (Bakker & Akkerman, 2014)

- Flexible expertise (Birney et al., 2012)

- Cross functional integration (Baunsgaard & 

Clegg, 2013)

- Absorptive capacity (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998)

• Changing role of the professional

- network professional (de Vijlder, 2015), 

- ‘complete’ academic identity Schuiling et al. (2011) 

and Winkel et al. (2017).
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BACKGROUND (2)

(Akkerman & Bakker, 2011)

grensoverschrijdend vermogen, oftewel het kunnen verplaatsen in een andere denkwerelden, 
systemen, kunnen schakelen binnen de driehoek

flexibele expertise, oftewel is juist de capaciteit om vlot en adequaat over verschillende domeinen 
en rond verschillende probleemtypes te kunnen bewegen

absorptievermogen, oftewel het kunnen identificeren, verkrijgen, verwerken en gebruiken van 
externe kennis, of kennis die van buiten de eigen organisatie komt
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• semi-structured interviewing (Bryman, 

2012; Keeney, 1994, 2008) on institutional 

rationalities

- six professionals: lecturers, researchers, 

professional practitioners

- Four managerial professionals

• two academia

• two corporate

• Two approaches (Lo Iacono et al., 2016)

- in person

- online using Microsoft Teams

• Verbatim transcriptions:

- First and limited analysis
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METHOD
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• text
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RESULTS (1)

• textInstitutional Rationality Operational professional Managerial professional

Economy (E) Cost coverage
(R) min. 100% Cost Coverage

(I) Return of investment

Entrepreneurialism – in terms of viable business

Education (E) Student=priority

(R) Lack of Interest

(I) Protective attitude

Complying with social accountability

Organization (E) Closed
(R) Open to both (E) & (P)

Open

Entrepreneurialism – opportunities

For brevity of exposition: Operational professional Managerial professional

(E) = Education

(R) = Research

(I) = Industry
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• text
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RESULTS (2)

• text

For brevity of exposition: Operational professional Managerial professional

(E) = Education

(R) = Research

(I) = Industry

Institutional Rationality Operational professional Managerial professional

Policy & Law (E) Procedures are obligatory
(R) Professionals conscience

(I) Compliance is obligatory 

Procedures are a manageable framework

Project Management (E) Dogmatic

(R) Pragmatic

(I) Controls

Project management is communication and control

Research (E) Occasionally beneficial
(R) Connected 2 (I)

(I) Innovation

Impact on society, education = research
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Emerged: substantial & functional Institutional rationalities 

Mannheim in (Tromp, 2001) – Interesting difference Operational & 

Managerial professional

Found: interesting possibility to use scientifically grounded models in 

assessing institutional rationalities in connecting to ‘the other world’
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DISCUSSION (1)

# Supporting Model Description Operational Professional Managerial professional

A Mannheim’s Rationalities Institutional rationalities – perceived by the professional functional substantial

i Boundary crossing (Bakker & Akkerman, 

2014)

Individual and groups processes that occur at boundaries to ensure or restore continuity in 

interaction or action
+ -

ii Flexible expertise (Birney et al., 2012) Individual expertise beyond routine type of expertise, crosses domains, and mechanisms are 

more domain-general.
+ -

iii Cross functional integration (Baunsgaard & 

Clegg, 2013)

Cross-functional integration is the interaction and collaboration defined as a process where two 

or more departments work together.
- +

iv Absorptive capacity (Lane & Lubatkin, 

1998)

A firm’s ability to value, assimilate, and utilize new external knowledge, and builds on its 

members’ individual absorptive capacity.
+ -
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Learned: Understanding each other -

managerial professionals and ‘operational’ 

professional - on the same institutional 

rationalities may enhance organizational 

learning capacity Daniëls et al. (2021)

Understood: the changing of the role of the 

professional

- network professional (de Vijlder, 2015), 

- ‘complete’ academic identity Schuiling et al. 

(2011) and Winkel et al. (2017).
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DISCUSSION (2)
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CONCLUSION

Figure  1

Research Question

‘What differences in perceived institutional rationalities can be 

observed between the professionals acting in the adaptive 

learning triangle, and in corporate and academic management’

Emerged: substantial & functional Institutional rationalities 

Mannheim in (Tromp, 2001)

Conclusion

Understanding the prevailing institutional rationalities amongst 

the professionals acting the environment, visualized in figure  1, 

may fortify organizational learning, which in turn may enhance 

resilience towards future environmental ‘shocks’.
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• We observed less alignment between the academic 
managerial professional and the professional in the 
education and research community. We used Daniëls
et al. (2021) to enhance the organizational learning 
climate. Here we referred to the study of Daniëls et al. 
(2021) - primary school leaders in Flanders, Belgium. 
Representativeness with respect to our study must be 
evaluated.

• Mannheim puts us on track of Max Weber (Kalberg, 
1980). His philosophical perspectives on rationalities 
may fortify our research on colliding rationalities in the 
adaptive learning triangle.

• Valuable next step in achieving validity and reliability 
of the acquired data would be using triangulation 
(Bryman, 2004, 2012; Hussein, 2009). Questionnaire 
addressing compliance with organizational learning
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NEXT RESEARCH
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TIME FOR …
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(1) What could be said on the “supportive assumption” of the models 

that emphasize on connecting to ‘the other world’

- Boundary crossing (Bakker & Akkerman, 2014)

- Flexible expertise (Birney et al., 2012)

- Cross functional integration (Baunsgaard & Clegg, 2013)

- Absorptive capacity (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998)

(2) Any ideas, suggestions, on how to use of these models.
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POINTS FOR DISCUSSIONS…

(Akkerman & Bakker, 2011)
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